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The minimal number of fundamental invariants for the binary form of degree 7 was a problem 
left open since last century. It has been solved partly by computer algebra, partly by hand 
computations. 
I. The Problem 
Let  f=  aoXa+alXa- lY+ ""  +adY d be the general binary form of degree d. The group 
SL2(C) acts on f by "change of coordinates X, Y". The polynomials of C[ao, 9  aa] 
which are invariants under this transformation are called invariants of f and form a 
graded algebra A; for example, if d = 2, A is generated by a2-4aoa2; let At be the set of 
homogeneous invariants of degree i and A+ be the ideal ~i> 0 At. The algebra B = A/AZ+ is 
graded by the B~ = A~/(Atc~A2+); it is a vector space over C of finite dimension n + 1; this 
number  n is the cardinality of a minimal generating system of A; such a minimal system 
can be obtained by choosing for each i a basis of B~; let 6~ the dimension of B~. 
The numbers n and fii are well known since last century for d < 6 and d = 8; we have 
[see Sylvester & Frankl in (1879) which gives false values for d = 7 or Sehur (1968)]: 
d = 2, n = 1, 6f = I for i = 0, 2, ~5~ = 0 otherwise 
d = 3, n = 1, ~ = 1 for g = 0, 4, 61 = 0 otherwise 
d --- 4, n = 2, 6~ = 1 for i = 0, 2, 3, 6t = 0 otherwise 
d=5,  n=4,  d i i=l  fo r /=0,4 ,8 ,  12, 18, ~ i=0 otherwise 
d = 6, n = 5, 6i = 1 for i = 0, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, ~51 = 0 otherwise 
d = 8, n = 9, 61 = 1 for = 0, 2 . . . . .  10, 6i = 0 otherwise. 
For  d = 7 these numbers were not yet known; the known data were 
6o = 1, 64 = 1, 
61 ,=4,  ~i6 =2,  
1 < 3zo ~ 2, 1 <( 622 <~ 3, 
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68=3,  612=6,  
61s = 9, 
626 <~ 2, (530 = 1, 
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the others being 0. Thus 27 <__ n ~ 32. Moreover, yon Gall (1888) gave a generating system 
of the Bt's. 
In Dixmier & Lazard (1986) we prove that, for d = 7, we have fizo = 1, 62z = 2, ~26 = 1; 
thus n = 30. 
2. The Solution 
The details and the programs are given in Dixmier & Lazard (1986). 
The method is in spirit very easy: a generating set of the A~ being known for j < i, we 
may compute a generating set of Atc~ A2+; the rank of the matrix of the coefficients of these 
polynomials is the dimension of A~c~A2+. The dimension of A i being easily computable 
(Sylvester & Franklin, 1879), a subtraction gives cSi. The real computation is not so easy; 
in fact, it is not practicable and we use another way: we compute a set of linearly 
independent polynomials in A~nA2+ and a set of polynomials of Af, independent modulo 
A2+ such that the sum of their cardinalities is dim At. The advantage is that the 
computation may be done with speeialised forms. In fact, we proved by hand 
computations that fit > 2, 1 fo r  i = 22, 26 respectively. 
Thus, we proceeded as follows: 
9 Compute the generators of A t for i < 22 and for the specialised form 
f = X 7 + aX 5 y2 _[_ a2OS 4 y3 -t- aa~176 3 y4 + aS0OOX2 y5 q. y7; 
this specialisation does not reduce the generality and leads to univariate 
polynomials for the invariants. 
9 Compute the generators of Atc~A 2 for i=  20, 22, 26 and the matrix of their 
coefficients. 
9 Compute the rank of the last matrices modulo one or more relatively prime 
integers. 
The computation of the generators i done by the simple MACSYMA function 
trans (f, (t, q) : = part(content( sum( 
( -  1)*i 9 binomial(q, i ) ,  diff(f ,  x, q - i, y, i) 9 d/if(g, x, i, y, q - i), 
i,O,q), 
a), 2); 
however, the number of applications of this function leads to long computations; for 
example, the last generator of degree 22 is computed as follows: 
xi : t rans( f , f ,  4); r : trans(f, xi, 5); tau : trans(r, r, 2); 
alp : trans(p, r, 3); ro : trans(tau, alp, 1); ll : trans(f , f ,  6); 
922 : trans(alp 9 ro, 11,2). 
The resulting matrix for which the rank is to be computed has, for i = 26, 78 rows and 
about 2000 columns, with coefficients up to 15 digits. The available programs were not 
efficient enough (we did not try the function rank of MACSYMA with flag ra tmx : t rue)  
and we wrote a special purpose LISP function (Gaussian elimination without division). 
The computations were done on Honeywell-Bull DPS 8-70, system MULTICS and  
needed 
9 35 mn for computing the generators of A t for i < 22. 
9 12 mn for computing the generators of At n A~ for i = 20, 22, 26. 
9 12 mn for computing the rank (3, 4, 2 moduli for i = 20, 22, 26 respectively). 
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3. Conclusion 
These computations solve a problem which was open since last century. As it is usual 
for the applications of computer algebra to mathematics, even for simple problems, the 
data growth often leads to long computations. Here the lower bound on the dimension of 
B~ gave us a rather easy solution; if this bound were not exact, we would need the exact 
dimension of Ai ~ A2+. This would be much harder. 
This is a new example of computer computations which are part of the proof of a 
theorem. Somebody may ask about the validity of such a computational proof. For us, 
even if the programs are not proved, the status of such a proof is the same as of a classical 
one: the programs may be read, verified, rewritten and rerun by the reader on another 
computer, as well asmanua l  computations may be redone by him. 
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